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ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with minimax estimation of variance when n
samples y\,...,yn
are independently normally distributed with common variance.
Here it is assumed that (E(yι),... ,E(yn)) is known to lie in an ellipsoid. A new class
of estimators which are quadratic in yι,...,
yn are introduced and the minimax
estimators are explicitly given. The case of i.i.d. sample with 7V(0,σ2) is discussed as a
special case where the ellipsoid degenerates to the origin. In this case our minimax
estimator provides the minimum mean squared error estimator of σ2.

1.

Introduction

This paper is concerned with minimax estimation of variance in a model
which is closely related to a nonparametric regression. We consider a simplified model. Let yt (i = l,...,/ι) be independently distributed as
N(μhσ2),
2
where both the mean vector (μλ,... ,μn) and the variance σ are unknown. The
mean vector is assumed to lie in an ellipsoid

f<rσ2

μ

(1)

with fixed constants 0 < λ\ <
< λn and a fixed value r > 0. Speckman [21]
introduced such a model by considering a simplified formulation of spline
smoothing in nonparametric regression. Let the observation yt be taken at a
design point tie[a,b].
Suppose that >>/=/(*/) + £/> where / is a smooth
function, and δ, is distributed with mean 0 and unknown variance σ2. It is
assumed t h a t / h a s a bounded square integrable qth derivative, and a squared
norm for / is defined by \\f{q)\\2 = £\f{q\t)\2dt.
Let 9>* be the space of
natural polynomial splines of degree 2q—\ with knots {/i,...,ί π }, and
{φx,...,φn}
be the basis introduced by Demmler-Reinsch [6]. If / = ΣβkΨk e
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